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Experienced banking professional with unique regulatory & operations skills 
seeking to add value to financial & investment companies, specifically in Trading 
Desk/Trade Settlement departments. Qualities & skills Performs complex problem-
solving & analysis by applying previous experiences to new challenges.

APRIL 2007 – DECEMBER 2011
ASST. SENIOR SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Trained/mentored peers in identification of various loan documents &amp; 
workflow processes.

 Spearheaded several projects that resulted in improved workflow processes 
such as Digital Archiving for all Consumer Lending paperwork.

 Processed electronic ACH &amp; wire transactions of $1MM or more using 
SWIFT, CHIPS, FedWire, FedACH Performed detailed management &amp; 
organization of complex volumes of data by carefully compiling databases.

 Managed high-level risk by verifying correct information/dollar amounts against 
client instructions before the transaction.

 Confirmed identification, verify signature and search customer account 
information.

 Processed daily and recurring electronic transactions such as customer cash, 
cheques, wire transfers and foreign currency exchanges.

 Recognized potential risk situations/ impacts, and make suggestions or escalate
to the manager.

2002 – 2007
SENIOR SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Provide account assistance regarding balances and withdrawals Assist 
customers with online banking Handle customer complaints and help solve the .

 Teller Supervisor and Trainer Vault Custodian and Branch Compliance Officer 
Opened new accounts and processed consumer loans Handled delinquent .

 Maintained and created customer relationships Trained and prepared new 
employees Composed and edited forms to be audited annually 
Accomplishments As .

 Was given managerial abilities and vault access that is usually reserved for full-
time assistant managers.

 Trained new employees, was given the responsibility to ensure that the vault is 
balanced, and edited/reviewed all documentation that was to be .

 Skills Used Cash Handling, Customer Service, Good Communication skills, 
Leadership, Reliability, Knowledgeable, computer literacy.

 Assist customers in making deposits, cashing checks, accepting payments on 
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loans and credit cards, making referrals to the proper channels for .

EDUCATION

B.A. in Communications - September 2003(Northern Illinois University)

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Auditing, Cash Management, Reconciliation.
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